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It’s not just another game 
All college football teams have a rivalry. Some bigger 
than others, but every team has a game circled be-
cause it means more than just a game.
Iowa State has had Iowa circled ever since the football 
schedule was released.
The Cy-Hawk battle will continue this upcoming 
Saturday at 11 a.m. in Jack Trice Stadium.
“It’s our in-state rival,” said Allen Lazard, senior wide 
receiver. “We’re going to go out there, we’re going to pre-
pare and especially after last year, just the embarrassment 
that we left on the  eld at Kinnick Stadium.”
“We just got to go out there with a chip on our shoul-
der and make sure we bring that trophy back to Ames.”
Last season, Iowa defeated Iowa State 42-3 in Iowa 
City, the largest margin since 1997.  e history of the 
game dates back through to Oct. 1, 1894.  at was the 
 rst game between the two as the Cyclones come out 
with a 12-8 win.
Even though Iowa State won the  rst game between 
the rivalries, Iowa has had the upper hand with a 42-22 
lead over the past 123 years. 
“It’s huge,” said Joel Lanning, Iowa-native and redshirt 
senior linebacker. “You grow up and all you do is dream 
about playing in the Iowa, Iowa State game.”
Lanning doesn’t remember a particular game during 
his childhood, but he remembers the back and forth 
wins in the 2000s. Iowa State won  ve straight games 
from 1998-2002, then Iowa would go 6-2 the next eight 
games.
Fortunately for Lanning, he wasn’t around or old 
enough to remember the 1980s and ‘90s because from 
1983-97, the Hawkeyes went a perfect 15-0.
“ e rivalry piece and the excitement, I think being 
here a year what I’ve appreciated is the fan bases,” said 
coach Matt Campbell. “I think that’s the one unique 
thing about playing here at Iowa State.”
 ose two team colors will be scattered around the 
tailgate lots and in Jack Trice Stadium on Saturday. 
 roughout this week, most of the Iowa State players 
and coaches have said it’s going to be a close game.
 e likelihood of this Saturday’s game being as close 
as the 2-0 games in 1906 and 1910 is very small.  e 
same idea goes along for the blowouts with the biggest 
margin of victory coming in 1985 when then-No. 3 Iowa 
won 57-3 in Ames.
“Whoever’s the toughest team that day I feel like is 
going to win that game,” Lanning said. “It’s one of those 
games that’s going to go back and forth, there’s going to 
be a lot of things that are going to happen.
There was a stretch of games between 2011-2014 
where it battled adversity and the will to win.  e biggest 
margin of victory during that span was six points, while 
three of the four games  nished with a three-point lead.
Iowa State won three of those four games, one at home 
and the other two in Iowa City.
 is season is extra special for Lanning and Lazard 
because this is their last Cy-Hawk game. They both 
agreed they’re going to savor this moment on Saturday 
and take in all the sights and sounds from the fans to 
their teammates.
Most importantly though, they’re going to leave ev-
erything on the  eld and have zero regrets. 
“Just having all the family and friends here that I grew 
up with and playing guys I played against in high school,” 
Lazard said. “ is being my last shot, I’m just going to 
go out there and give it my all.”
JOSH NEWELL/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Lower right: University of Iowa players celebrate around the Cy-Hawk 
Trophy. The Cyclones lost to the Hawkeyes 31-17 in 2015.
FOOTBALL
BY BRIAN.MOZEY
@iowastatedaily.com
JOSH NEWELL/ IOWA STATE DAILY
On left: Wide receiver Allen Lazard goes for the ball against University of 
Iowa’s Greg Mabin during the  rst quarter of the Cy-Hawk game in 2015.
HUILING WU/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Top right: The Iowa State football team holds up the Cy-Hawk trophy after 
the Cy-Hawk Series at Kinnick Stadium in Iowa City on Sept. 9, 2012.
NEXT GAME
IOWA STATE
(1-0, 0-0 Big 12)
IOWA 
(1-0, 0-0 Big Ten)
Ames, Iowa
Jack Trice Stadium
11AM Saturday
Watch: ESPN2
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Professor 
runs for 
school 
board
At a young age, Monic Behnken said it was 
clearly communicated to her that the world 
was not for her.
Born and raised in Houston, Texas, Behnken 
grew up in poverty. Behnken said Houston has 
a very racialized structure, discouraging her 
from seeking higher education after graduating 
from high school.
“So, I actually went straight to work out of 
high school and I work as a, I think the word 
we use now is an administrative professional. I 
was a secretary,” Behnken said. “ So I decided 
at one point to go back to college because I 
didn’t want to spend the rest of my life in the 
job that I had.”
Behnken made a conscious decision to not 
let other people tell her no.
When it came time for graduate school, she 
ignored the advice of a professor who told her 
she would never be accepted into graduate 
school and that she should just get a job.
She was accepted to one of the seven schools 
she applied to and now is a licensed attorney 
and holds a doctorate in clinical psychology.
“I knew that because I was a woman, because 
I was African American, because of the way 
people perceived me people would always tell 
me ‘No. No, you can’t have this opportunity,’” 
Behnken said. “So, I just decided to ignore 
those voices and go for what I wanted.”
Now, Behnken is an Iowa State assistant 
professor in the sociology department and 
has been campaigning since January to be a 
member of the Ames School Board.
A mother of two Ames public school stu-
dents, Behnken’s reasons for entering the race 
reflect the three words on her campaign signs 
– diversity, dialogue, data.
One of the main reasons she gives is a 
disrespect for the law, the role of government 
in people’s lives and a disrespect for people’s 
humanity that she saw in the last national 
election.
Behnken describes her love of politics as in 
“the way most people love football.”
She said, as a connoisseur of politics, she was 
horrified with what transpired, not necessarily 
by the outcome, but what she saw in the pro-
cess. She said voices of communities of color 
were being dismissed and mocked and this is 
not how government should work.
“Throughout the process I kept waiting for 
someone to get in the race who would echo my 
sentiments and kind of have a vision about the 
role that I needed to see, and I realized on Nov. 
9 that that person was never going to show up,” 
Behnken said.
BY DANIELLE.GEHR
@iowastatedaily.com
Female engineering students know how it feels to be one 
of the only women in their classes. There is a gap that has 
not yet been bridged, but Women in Science and Engineer-
ing, or WISE, are doing quite a few things to close it early.
Taking the Road Less Traveled is a career conference 
held on November 2 by WISE. The conference is for fe-
male students in eighth through tenth grade students, and 
is a day of workshops and speakers related to encouraging 
young women to consider STEM careers.
“Girls come to campus, they participate in different 
sessions throughout the day, they engage in hands-on 
activities and learn about STEM and hopefully become in-
terested and excited and consider pursuing a STEM major 
and a STEM career,” said Janice Crow, assistant director of 
outreach programs.
The conference features a range of sessions, with engi-
neering being at the forefront, but other sessions focus on 
computer science, programming, chemistry or biology.
“I think for girls, giving them the opportunity to learn 
about different STEM fields they can pursue, because I do 
think that’s one part of it- just not knowing what’s available 
WISE leads road less traveled
BY JILL.OBRIEN
@iowastatedaily.com
WISE
Courtesy of Monic Behnken
Monic Behnken, assistant professor in sociology, has been 
campaigning since January to be a member of the Ames 
School Board.
POLITICS
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Headquartered in the Advanced Machinery Systems Lab-
oratory (AMSL), the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) 
student organization is dedicated to giving students the 
opportunity to get a hands-on experience in the process of 
building various mechanical machines.
“We actually have four different student organizations cur-
rently housed in the AMSL,” Joey Greco, president of the SAE 
International club at Iowa State, and also suspension team lead 
for the Formula SAE team, said. “We share the AMSL with 
the robotics team, Cyclone Space Mining, PrISUm and then 
all five SAE teams: Aero, Baja, Clean Snowmobile Challenge, 
Formula and Supermileage.”
Walking through the laboratory space, one can see a plethora 
of tools, equipment and materials that the various SAE teams 
and PrISUm utilize to build their respective vehicles.
After the builds are completed, the teams compete against 
various other colleges from around the country, and sometimes, 
the world.
“The key with SAE competitions, to keep it competitive at 
all times, is that you have to change a certain percentage of your 
design every year,” Jason Whited, vice president for the SAE 
club and team lead for the Baja SAE team, said. “So teams 
that reuse frames and suspension components have to change 
a majority of other parts, whereas when we [Baja and Formula] 
build our cars, we start from the ground up each year, allowing 
us to more easily follow that rule.”
The SAE teams follow a general trend of using comput-
er-aided design software to build mock-ups of the car in the 
fall semester, and then begin assembling the full-size vehicle 
in the spring.
“On this workbench back here, that’s where the car really 
begins to take shape,” Greco said, pointing towards Formula’s 
specific work area. “It’s really cool to watch the frame get assem-
bled because it starts off with just a bunch of metal lying around, 
and eventually, we have the whole thing welded together.”
Among the vehicles for Baja and Formula, there were also a 
few examples from the Aero, Clean Snowmobile and Super-
mileage teams.
The Aero team had built an RC plane entirely out of balsa 
wood, due to a rule that prohibited composites, Greco said.
Supermileage is in the process of reconstructing their vehicle, 
and the Clean Snowmobile is also being repaired.
As Whited was displaying the vehicles Clean Snowmobile 
had in the shop, he recalled getting a message about the Clean 
Snowmobile team while they were at a competition.
“I was doing some studying when I came across a picture 
of their competition going on, and I see a snowmobile had 
caught fire. I looked closer and unfortunately it was our team. I 
asked them about it later and they dubbed it a ‘thermal event,’” 
Whited said.
One thing Greco emphasized was the fact that these cars are 
designed and assembled entirely by students.
“For some stuff, and this goes for all SAE teams, we simply 
don’t have the equipment or ability to manufacture specific 
components. For example, our air intake system on the Formula 
car was 3D printed by one of our sponsors,” Greco said. “But 
other than that and a few other specialty parts, our cars are 
entirely student designed, built and driven.”
The SAE teams each have their own specific design challeng-
es, but that doesn’t impact their willingness to work together 
and help each other out. Whited and Greco both explained 
that at the end of the day, it’s just a bunch of 18 to 23-year-olds 
making a vehicle that they feel passionate about.
In one corner sat the Clean Snowmobile Challenge, and 
right next to it was the workspace for both Formula and Baja. 
Greco explained that while each team has their own chemistry, 
they are willing to lend tools and a helping hand whenever it 
is needed.
“Our buzzwords are student led, student designed, student 
fundraised and student competed,” Greco said.
The Formula team saw recent success, as this past August, 
the Iowa State Formula SAE team was ranked 14th out of 540 
scored teams from around the world.
Greco said this achievement was especially meaningful due 
to the fact that they were in the midst of moving from the late 
Nuclear Engineering building to AMSL.
“We have achieved the success we have because of some very 
knowledgeable people who put a lot of time into this program,” 
Greco said. “It’s a testament to how hard our students work to 
make something great. There were a lot of long nights that went 
into that car, but in the end, it was totally worth it.”
Greco encourages any student, regardless of major, to contact 
the SAE club if they have any interest in helping out.
“It’s far more than just building a car; it’s more of a business. 
We need people to help fundraise, market and advertise our car 
so that we can continue to see success with the program. We 
really have something for everyone,” Greco said.
Student auto group on the move
KATLYN CAMPBELL/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Cars built by the Formula and Baja Society of Automotive Engineers teams are displayed in the Advanced Machinery Systems Laboratory.
KATLYN CAMPBELL/ IOWA STATE DAILY
A car designed and assembled entirely by students of the Baja 
Society of Automotive Engineers, SAE, team sits in the work-
space at the Advanced Machinery Systems Laboratory.
KATLYN CAMPBELL/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Scrap metal pieces fill the shelves in the Advanced Machinery 
Systems Laboratory, home to the five SAE teams, robotics 
team, Cyclone Space Mining and PrISUm.
BY MITCHELL.LAFRANCE
@iowastatedaily.com
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1 Parking lot fillers
5 “Me too!”
10 Cutlass automaker
14 Nike competitor
15 Valuable violin,  
for short
16 Genesis or  
Exodus, e.g.
17 Like the 1920s-’30s, 
economically
19 Wild revelry
20 Audition hopefuls
21 Enjoyed a sail, say
23 Indian melodies
24 Excellent work
27 Dean’s email suffix
28 Japanese sash
30 Back of a  
flipped coin
31 2,000 pounds
32 Uncooked
34 Greek messenger 
of the gods
35 Dramatic weight-
loss program
38 Geek Squad 
member
41 Fireworks reaction
42 EPA-banned 
pesticide
45 Roger who broke 
Babe Ruth’s record
46 Refusals
48 Prior to, in poems
49 Deadeye with  
a rifle
53 “A Doll’s House” 
playwright
55 Decorative  
inlaid work
56 Watchful  
Japanese canines
57 Comet Hale-__
59 Hectic pre-dead-
line period
61 Thought from  
la tête
62 Hayes or Hunt
63 Slaughter in the 
Baseball Hall of Fame
64 Surrender,  
as territory
65 Grab
66 Emailed
1 Musical set at the  
Kit Kat Club
2 Guacamole fruit
3 Tear gas weapon
4 Margaret Mead 
subject
5 Georgia and Latvia, 
once: Abbr.
6 Horseplayer’s haunt, 
for short
7 Island near Curaçao
8 Perry in court
9 Convention pin-on
10 Section of a wood-
wind quintet score
11 Conrad classic
12 Guard that barks
13 Big __ Country: 
Montana
18 Approximately
22 One-to-one 
student
24 Prejudice
25 Corrida cry
26 Undergraduate 
degrees in biol., e.g.
29 Scottish hillside
33 Detective’s 
question
34 Sunshine cracker
35 Massachusetts  
city crossed by  
four Interstates
36 Insurance  
covers them
37 “Please stop that”
38 Film lover’s  
TV choice
39 Corn serving
40 Hardly roomy, as 
much airline seating
42 Preordain
43 “It’ll never happen!”
44 Most uptight
47 Many a Punjabi
50 Goldman __: 
investment banking 
giant
51 New employee
52 Eyelike openings
54 Tugs at a fishing 
line
56 Clearasil target
57 Clic Stic pen maker
58 Poem that extols
60 Pince-__ glasses
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Stephen Matthew Diaz, age 19, of 3905 Ontario St - Ames, 
IA, was arrested and charged with public intoxication at 
Kildee Hall (reported at 5:52 p.m.).
Neil Gordon Oxborough, age 20, of 3321 West St - Ames, 
IA, was cited for possession of alcohol under the legal age at 
Lot G2 (reported at 6:09 p.m.).
Sutton D Forsythe, age 18, of 1950 Se Grandtree Dr - Wau-
kee, IA, was cited for possession oi alcohol under the legal 
age at Lot G3 (reported at 6:30 p.m.).
Micaela Jean Bretey, age 20, of 1400 Coconino Rd Unit 
201 - Ames, lA, was cited for possession of alcohol under the 
legal age.
Madison Amber Wiegand-Brown, age 20, of 4912 
Mortensen Rd Unit 533 - Ames, IA, was cited for possession 
of alcohol under the legal age at Lot G3 (reported at 7:00 
p.m.).
Matthew James Simon, age 19, of 201 5th Ave Ne - Farley, 
IA, was cited for possession of alcohol under the legal age at 
Lot G3 (reported at 7:07 p.m.).
An officer assisted an individual who was experiencing med-
ical difficulties at Lot G6 (reported at 6:53 p.m.). 
Jack Hunter Hillman, age 23, of 6950 Stagecoach Dr Unit 
1211 - West Des Moines, IA, was arrested and charged with 
operating while intoxicated and failure to wear or maintain 
safety belt at Lot G2 (reported at 6:59 p.m.). 
Nathan James Epplett, age 18, of 1 Triton Dr Unit 3805 
- Fort Dodge, IA, was arrested and charged with public 
intoxication at S 4th St and Access To Ball Diamond (report-
ed at 7:14 p.m.)
Sheldon Seth Speers, age 18, of 314 N Virginia - Monroe, 
IA, was cited for possession of alcohol under the legal age at 
Lot G3 (reported at 7:36 p.m.). 
Reid Grant Jenkins, age 19 of 510 Se 10th St - Ankeny, IA, 
was cited for possession of alcohol under the legal age at 
Lot G3 (reported at 7:36 p.m.).
Michael Patrick Kurtz, age 63, of 221 Greene St - Boone, IA, 
was arrested and charged with public intoxication at Lot C4 
(reported at 7:40 p.m.).
Luke Douglas House, age 19, of 1968 Otterville Blvd - Inde-
pendence, IA, was cited for possession of alcohol under the 
legal age at Lot S3 (reported at 7:52 p.m.).
Stefan C Hildman, age 20, of 117 lst St SW - Nora Springs, 
IA, was cited for possession of alcohol under the legal age at 
Lot G3 (reported at 8:03 p.m.).
Jordan Phillip Bagley, age 23, of 2924 Cypress Cir - Ames, 
IA, was arrested and charged with public intoxication at S 
4th St and University Blvd (reported at 7:58 p.m.).
Devin Paul Lux, age 18, of 2906 Wood St - Ames, IA, was 
cited for possession of alcohol under the legal age at Lot G3 
(reported at 8:13 p.m.).
An officer assisted another agency with a criminal investiga-
tion at Lot G2 (reported at 8:20 p.m.).
Katherine Michele Smith, age 19, of 1607 NW Prairie Lake 
Dr Unit 206 - Ankeny, IA, was cited for possession of alcohol 
under the legal age at Lot 858 (reported at 8:33 p.m.).
Jakeb Wililam Fenton, age 18, of 602 S Main St - Prairie City, 
IA was cited for possession of alcohol under the legal age at 
Lot G3 (reported at 8:48 p.m.). 
An officer assisted another agency with a criminal investiga-
tion at Lot G3 (reported at 9:07 p.m.). 
Layre A Nelson, age 18, of 2439 Dole Dr - Eldora IA, was 
cited for possession of alcohol under the legal age at Lot 85E 
(reported 9:21 p.m.).
Alliryn Lillian Krosnoski, age 27, of 3561 Hazel Trl Unit 
B - Woodbury, MN, was arrested and charged with public 
intoxication at S 16th St and University Blvd (reported at 
9:25 p.m.).
Ricky George Thompson Jr, age 24, of 374 E 250th St - Eu-
clid, OH, was arrested and charged with transient merchant 
license at Jack Trice Football Stadium (reported at 10:10 
p.m.).
Jamall Ali’Rasheed Brooks, age 30, of 23612 Mccann St - 
Warensville, OH, was arrested and charged with transient 
merchant license at Jack Trice Football Stadium (reported at 
10:10 p.m.). 
An officer initiated an assault related investigation between 
two individuals at Lot 84 (reported at 11:28 p.m.).
CROSSWORD
DOWN
ACROSS
Complete the 
grid so each row, 
column and 3-by-
3 box (in bold 
borders) contains 
every digit, 1 to 
9. For strategies 
on how to solve 
Sudoku, visit 
www.sudoku.
org.uk
LEVEL:
1 2 3 4
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CAMPUS
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market
•Windows
•Deep Cleaning
• Sorority& Fraternity
References • Insured & Bonded • 27 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available
• RENTALS: 
Guaranteed Your Rental
Deposit Back!
HOUSES FOR RENT: 
3, 4 & 5 Bedrooms. 
Clean, Carpeted, All new Appliances. 
Close to East Hyvee
AVAILABLE NOW.
Call Joyce: 515-460-2488
Dangerous Curves is hiring entertainers. 
Must be outgoing and like to dance. 
Flexible schedule, perfect for students. 
Stop by 111 5th St for more information.
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When the Iowa Hawkeyes take an early lead, the 
game is as good as over.
As coach Matt Campbell and the Cyclones saw 
during last year’s 42-3 drubbing in Iowa City, they 
can’t fall into an early de cit.
Since the beginning of the 2015 season, Iowa has 
a 21-7 record overall. When its opponent scores  rst, 
Iowa is just 2-6 in that time.
When the Hawkeyes score  rst, they’re 19-1.
“ at’s a good stat to know,” Campbell said. “At 
the end of it, for us, it is about playing four really 
good quarters.
“ is is a team that knows how to win, it’s a team 
that’s had success, it’s got a lot of guys back, it’s got 
some really good leadership and it’s going to be a 
great test for us to play four quarters.”
Playing a full four quarters was an issue for the 
Cyclones last year, as Iowa State lost fourth quarter 
leads in three separate games. In two of them — ver-
sus Baylor and at Oklahoma State — the Cyclones 
blew leads of 10 or more points.
But you can’t blow a fourth quarter lead without 
getting the lead in the  rst place. Iowa State felt 
the pressure of coming from behind last week when 
Northern Iowa took a 7-0 lead on the  rst drive of 
the game.  anks to two defensive touchdowns, the 
Cyclones were able to overcome that de cit quickly.
“ at  rst half was pretty slow,” said Jake Campos, 
redshirt senior o ensive tackle. “It took us a while 
to get in the groove of things, but once we did we 
got rolling pretty good.”
Last year’s Cy-Hawk game was the perfect 
example of a slow start ending the game before it 
really got going.
“ ere’s been a lot of good [Cy-Hawk games],” 
said redshirt senior linebacker Joel Lanning. “I 
feel like growing up it always came down to a 
game-winning  eld goal on both sides, either we 
did it or they did it.”
 at wasn’t the case last season, however. Iowa 
took a 14-0 lead to start the game and a 28-3 lead 
into the halftime break, which shows the importance 
of getting o  to a strong start.
“If we’re going to put ourselves in a position to 
go win the game, we’re going to have to play four 
great quarters,” Campbell said. “It starts with one. 
Last year we couldn’t even get one on them out of 
the gate.”
Part of that is because of how Iowa State’s roster 
is so much di erent than Iowa’s. Against the Big 12, 
Iowa State needs a plethora of defensive backs and 
speed is always a key. For Iowa in the Big Ten, teams 
tend to run more and size is often more important 
than agility.
“They’ve always got a big, stout front seven,” 
Campos said. “ ey’ll come out and bring it every 
single down and that’s something you’ve got to 
respect every single year.”
With last year’s slow start fresh on everyone’s 
mind, the seniors on the team are doing everything 
they can to avoid another similar result.
“It ’s huge,” Lanning said of the rivalry. “You 
grow up and all you do is dream about playing in 
the Iowa-Iowa State game. You grow up watching 
it every single year and how competitive it is. It’s 
huge, it’s fun.”
EMILY BLOBAUM/ IOWA STATE DAILY
Iowa State’s Joel Lanning leaps over the dogpile during the game against UNI on Sept. 2, 2017. The Cyclones defeated the Panthers 42-24.
GAME INFO Iowa Hawkeyes(1-0, 0-0 Big Ten)IOWA STATE CYCLONES(1-0, 0-0 BIG 12)
WHEN: Sept. 9 | 11 a.m.
WHERE: Jack Trice Stadium
WATCH: ESPN2
LISTEN: Cyclone Radio Network/
Learfield |  Sirius 112 & XM 200
STADIUM INFO: 
• All gates will open 90 minutes 
before kickoff.
• Student must enter through 
the East Gate.
• Re-entry to the stadium will 
be allowed up until the start of 
the 4th quarter. Tickets must be 
scanned upon exit and re-entry.
Iowa Hawkeyes (1-0, 0-0 Big Ten)
LOCATION: Iowa City, Iowa
CONFERENCE: Big Ten
HEAD COACH: Kirk Ferentz | 
136-92 in his 19 seasons at Iowa
QUICK HITS:
• Sophomore Nate Stanley will 
be making his first career start 
on the road at quarterback.
• Iowa and Iowa State have 
split the last 20 games in the 
series 10-10. 
OPPONENT INFO
PREVIEW
BY AARON.MARNER
@iowastatedaily.com
FAST START
WILL BE KEY
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BY THE 
NUMBERS
RUSHING YARDS LAST SEASON
CYHAWK MATCHUPS SINCE 2010
Mike Warren
ISU
559
David Montgomery
ISU
563
Akrum Wadley
IOWA
1,081
James Butler*
IOWA
1,336
Graphics by Peter Lemken/Iowa State Daily
AROUND THE BIG 12
UT SAN ANTONIO @ BAYLOR
CHARLOTTE @ NO. 19 KANSAS STATE
SAN JOSE STATE @ TEXAS
CENTRAL MICHIGAN @ KANSAS
WHEN: 11 a.m. Saturday
WHERE: Bill Snyder Family Stadium | 
Manhattan, Kansas
WATCH: Not on television
WHEN: 7 p.m. Saturday
WHERE: McLane Stadium | Waco, Texas
WATCH: Not on television
WHEN: 2:30 p.m. Saturday
WHERE: Darrell K Royal Texas Memorial 
Stadium | Austin, Texas
WATCH: Longhorn Network
WHEN: 3 p.m. Saturday
WHERE: Memorial Stadium | Lawrence, 
Kansas
WATCH: Not on television
NO. 11 OKLAHOMA STATE @ SOUTH ALABAMA
EAST CAROLINA @ WEST VIRGINIA
NO. 23 TCU @ ARKANSAS
NO. 5 OKLAHOMA @ NO. 2 OHIO STATE
WHEN: 7 p.m. Friday
WHERE: Ladd-Peebles Stadium | 
Mobile, Alabama
WATCH: ESPN2
WHEN: 11 a.m. Saturday
WHERE: Milan Puskar Stadium |
Morgantown, West Virginia
WATCH: FS2
WHEN: 2:30 p.m. Saturday
WHERE: Donald W. Reynolds Razorback 
Stadium | Fayetteville, Arkansas
WATCH: CBS
WHEN: 6:30 p.m. Saturday
WHERE: Ohio Stadium | Columbus, Ohio
WATCH: ABC
 CYCLONE TOUCHDOWN
Iowa State senior Kamari Cotton-Moya runs the ball into the end zone after snagging an interception in the  rst 
half against Northern Iowa on Sept. 2.
CHRIS JORGENSEN/ IOWA STATE DAILY
EXTRA CONTENT ONLINE
For updated scores go to 
iowastatedaily.com
2016 IOWA CITY
42 - 3
2015 AMES
31 - 17
2014 IOWA CITY
20- 17
2013 AMES
27- 21
2012 IOWA CITY
9- 6
2011 AMES
44 - 41
2010 IOWA CITY
35 - 7
*Spent 2016 season at University of Nevada
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friday & Saturday All Day!
$5 Cyclone Pizzas! $3 Draft Beer
www.smokinoakpizza.com
2420 Lincoln Way
GAME DAY
!
Watch the g
ame on one o
f our big scr
eens!
Bach • Yamaha • Selmer • Buffet
Conn • Fender • Schecter • Takamine
AMES
327 Main St.
515.233.4203
www.riemanmusic.com
Ames Full-Service Music Store
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GOOD COP
vs. BAD COP
Ok Cyclones, you proved 
me wrong. You were able to 
beat the lowly UNI Pan-
thers. However, now you get 
to play vastly superior Iowa 
Hawkeyes.
Before  I  went  to  Jack 
Trice last Saturday, I caught 
a glimpse of the Iowa football 
game. 
Last Saturday, Iowa faced a 
potential top-10 pick in Wy-
oming quarterback Josh Allen. 
The Hawkeye defense forced 
two interceptions out of Allen 
and held him to 174 yards on 
40 pass attempts with zero 
touchdowns. Imagine what 
they will do to Iowa State sig-
nal caller Jacob Park. Here’s 
a hint: They will absolutely 
devour him.
Also, the Iowa State defense 
will face its own problems in 
Iowa running backs Akrum 
Wadley and James Butler.
The Cyclone front seven did 
not impress me against UNI. 
The Panthers were still able to 
break off some big runs.
Come Saturday at 11 a.m. 
at Jack Trice, the Cyclones 
will take the field and face-off 
against their in-state rival. But 
once the final whistle blows, 
Iowa will show why Iowa State 
is the true fake I.D. of college 
football.
FINAL
IOWA 34 | ISU 17
Iowa State is due for a win 
over Iowa and that win’s going 
to come Saturday.
Iowa is in their traditional 
four-year lull between 10-win 
seasons, and Iowa State has 
possibly their best team since 
Paul Rhoad’s 2011 edition.
Iowa beat Wyoming 24-3 
last week, but there were plen-
ty of signs for optimism for 
the Cyclones to take from 
that game. The Hawkeyes only 
managed 263 yards of offense, 
and only had 125 passing 
yards. With a new quarter-
back and almost no depth at 
wide receiver, the Hawkeyes 
shouldn’t pose a threat through 
the air.
The Cyclones, on the other 
hand, had 271 yards passing 
last weekend in a great of-
fensive display. While Iowa 
is certainly a better defensive 
team than UNI, I’m confident 
in Jacob Park’s ability. If he can 
fare better than Josh Allen of 
Wyoming (174 yards), and 
connect with Allen Lazard and 
Hakeem Butler in the process, 
Iowa State should be in good 
shape.
Now I’m not saying it ’ ll 
be easy, because Iowa is still 
a pretty decent football team. 
What I am saying is that Iowa 
State wins in a nail-biter.
FINAL
ISU 27 | IOWA 24
BY GARRETT.KROEGER
@iowastatedaily.com
BY NOAH.ROHLFING
@iowastatedaily.com
THE PICK
Iowa State vs. Iowa
Iowa 22, Iowa State 14
The biggest matchup from this Cy-Hawk game will be between the rushing attack 
from Iowa and the front seven of the Iowa State defensive side. In the end, Iowa 
will win that matchup and take home the trophy to Iowa City.
The Cyclone defense showed signs of improvement with a solid linebacker core, 
but the front line still needs to grow. Iowa will see this weakness and attack all 
game long with its one-two punch with a dual running back system.
If Iowa decides to throw the ball more often, it could become a closer game as 
Iowa State has a strong secondary. The Hawkeyes will test this in the beginning of 
the game, but rely on the running game late in the first quarter.
Iowa State 27, Iowa 21
his year’s edition of the Cy-Hawk battle is going to be pretty simple.
Since the start of the 2015 season, when the Hawkeyes score first, they are 19-1. 
When their opponent scores first, the Hawkeyes are just 2-6.
Simply put, the first team to score Saturday is probably going to win.
Nate Stanley, the Iowa quarterback, had just eight completed passes last week 
for 125 yards. He also had three fumbles and an interception.
If Iowa State gets out to an early lead, the Iowa offense won’t be able to come 
back. Give me the Cyclones in a close game.
Iowa State 31, Iowa 28
Without a doubt, this year’s Cy-Hawk game is going to be a shootout. You have 
an Iowa State offense that showed you how high-powered they are once they come 
alive and an Iowa offense that can run the ball down your throat.
Iowa may pose a threat to the front seven of Iowa State just like Northern Iowa 
was able to expose them at times on Saturday, but if Jacob Park can figure out a 
way to get the ball to Allen Lazard, then the Cyclones walk out of Jack Trice Stadium 
with the Cy-Hawk trophy.
Allen Lazard will be the difference maker. He has two games of 100+ receiving 
yards against the Hawkeyes and a third could win the game for Iowa State.
Iowa State 35, Iowa 27
For the most part, the Cy-Hawk game is always a toss-up. Home-field advantage 
is almost non-existent in the series. But revenge is. The Cyclones have something 
to prove this year. And some of the seniors, especially Allen Lazard, won’t go out 
without a good fight.
If the Cyclones are going to come out on top, though, they’ll have to put up a 
better offensive game than they did against UNI. And if Iowa Coach Kirk Ferentz’s 
run-run-pass traditional offense means anything still, Iowa State’s defense will need 
to come into the game well conditioned.
If the Cyclones can make that happen, Ferentz will be chomping his gum more 
furiously than ever.
Sports Editor
Asst. Sports Editor
Editor-in-Chief
Asst. Sports Editor
BRIAN MOZEY
AARON MARNER
JACK MACDONALD
EMILY BARSKE
(1-0)
(1-0)
(1-0)
(0-0)
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Allen Lazard goes up for a catch at Kinnick Stadium in Iowa City last year. The  Hawkeyes won 42-3.
Fifty-three, seventy one and one hundred eleven 
– The number of recieving yards in Allen Lazard’s 
three Cy-Hawk games he has suited up in. 
For Lazard, rivalry week has a whole other mean-
ing to it. He grew up in Urbandale, thirty minutes 
from Ames; his father, Kevin Lazard, donned the 
Cardinal and Gold, as did his older brother, An-
thony.
Simply put, it ’s a family affair for the Lazard 
family.
A Cyclone fan from birth, Lazard has a fond 
memory of the first time he truly remembers watch-
ing a Cy-Hawk game.
“My first memory for whatever reason why, I just 
remember watching, I don’t remember where, proba-
bly 2006-ish, Drew Tate threw a pick here and then 
got knocked out by whoever intercepted it,” Lazard 
said. “Now, I don’t know why I remember that play, 
but that’s the biggest play or my first remembrance 
of the Cy-Hawk series.”
For some in the Lazard family, they have had 
bigger roles than others in this rivalry game that was 
first played in 1894. The one family member holding 
that title is the six-foot-five receiver that currently 
BY JACK.MACDONALD
@iowastatedaily.com
LAST CHANCE 
FOR LAZARD
 LAZARD  pg12
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OPINION
OPINION 09
It’s the most the most wonderful time of the year again for 
Iowans - the Cy-Hawk game.
The rivalry between the two schools is an intense one, espe-
cially for sports, but what about everything else? Iowa may be 
known as the “Hawkeye state” but here are a few reasons why 
the world should call Iowa the “Cyclone state” instead.
Location, location, location
Ames is the perfect home for a college campus because the 
town was specifically built around and for the university. When 
the land was purchased for the college, there was no such thing 
as Ames, Iowa. This is why Iowa State’s campus is all together 
in one area and not spread throughout town, which makes 
walking on campus easy.
Not only is it an easy walk, it ’s also beautiful. In 2015, 
Buzzfeed voted Iowa State as one of the top 25 most beautiful 
college campuses in the world. As if we needed reassurance 
that our school is beautiful.
Where’s Iowa City’s award for their campus? Oh, right. They 
don’t have one.
The opportunities
Iowa State offers over 100 majors in a wide array of options 
including engineering, agricultural studies, veterinary medicine, 
design and event management, just to name a few. 
There are also pre-professional programs offered for those 
thinking about graduate schools. 
The Soar in 4 program also helps students graduate in four 
years, assuring that they will receive their degree on time and 
save money in tuition.
Iowa State also has over 850 clubs and organizations on 
campus for students to get involved in. 
The greek community at Iowa State is also larger and more 
active philanthropically than the chapters at Iowa. For example, 
last year, Iowa State’s greek community raised over $377,000 
for Special Olympics Iowa through Polar Bear Plunge. The 
University of Iowa raised around $30,000.
Our spirit
We may not be the best at sports, but what we lack in ath-
letic ability, we make up for in school spirit. On game days, 
it’s nearly impossible to find someone who’s not wearing some 
combination of cardinal and gold, singing the ISU fight song 
at the top of their lungs.
This weekend, let’s welcome the Hawkeyes to Ames and 
show them what we already know: Iowa is a Cyclone state.
Iowa is a 
Cyclone state
BY MEGAN.SALO
@iowastatedaily.com
Hawkeyes? Nahhhhh.
JILL IZTEN/ IOWA STATE DAILY
For the first time in several years, Iowa State had a homecoming parade Oct. 23, 2016, one of 
the many events for showing Cyclone spirit.
This week, white nationalist stickers were 
found illegally posted in Richardson Court 
as well as on school board candidate Monic 
Behnken’s campaign posters around Ames.
These stickers seemed to be a recruitment 
strategy, as they led students to a white na-
tionalist website called “The Right Stuff ” 
which is the home of a neo-Nazi forum with 
connections to the riots in Charlottesville and 
other race-related riots and terrorist attacks.
The editorial board is writing this editorial 
to inform Daily readers that that with our 
responsibility to report on these incidents, we 
also understand that their message is being 
spread. We by no means support the work of 
these anonymous white nationalists who are 
implying white supremacist messaging. 
The anonymous groups behind these in-
cidents thrive on attention. The phrase “no 
publicity is bad publicity” applies directly to 
this situation. The more coverage and attention 
these groups get, the stronger they grow.
However, it is important for the Daily to 
cover these incidents in order to inform our 
readers with accurate information on what 
is happening and what it means. It is also 
important to cover because the community 
can’t fight these groups or situations if we don’t 
know what is happening.
As a paper, we also believe that the fact that 
these groups remain anonymous shows that 
they are cowardly and know that what they are 
fighting for and representing is wrong.
Being proud of your white heritage  — where 
you come from or even being proud of the fact 
that you’re white isn’t wrong. But when your 
pride for your own heritage or race starts to 
threaten another group of people, that’s when 
it turns racist and Iowa State is no place for 
racists.
Also, for those who believe that it’s limiting 
these white nationalists’ rights to free speech by 
taking down the stickers or posters, they were 
taken down because they were posted illegally, 
not because of the message they portrayed.
If you find more of these stickers, posters or 
any other forms of propaganda in an unsanc-
tioned area of Iowa State, please contact ISU 
Police to have them removed.
Why we cover white nationalism
EDITORIAL
COLUMN
Editorial Board
Emily Barske, editor-in-chief
Megan Salo, opinion editor
Adam Williams, community member
Feedback policy:
The Daily encourages discussion but does not guarantee its 
publication. We reserve the right to edit or reject any letter or 
online feedback.
Send your letters to letters@iowastatedaily.com. 
Letters must include the name(s), phone number(s), 
majors and/or group affiliation(s) 
and year in school of the author(s). 
Phone numbers and addresses will not be published.
Online feedback may be used if first name and last name, 
major and year in school are included in the post. Feedback 
posted online is eligible for print in the Iowa State Daily.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters are those of the 
author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the 
Daily or organizations with which the author(s)  
are associated.
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The Hatfields and McCoys, Star Wars and Star Trek, Coke 
and Pepsi; all of these are famous rivalries. But a unique one 
comes to minds of Iowans every fall: Iowa and Iowa State. 
    This Friday, Firefly Country Nights hopes to capture the 
spirit and fun of the big matchup through their second event 
of the year. 
Fans looking forward to the game will not have to look very 
far for entertainment the night before. Canaan Smith will be 
taking the stage in downtown Ames as part of Firefly Country 
Night’s Main Street Tailgate.
In past years, one Firefly Night is held per summer. How-
ever, because of the excitement from the Iowa and Iowa State 
game in Ames, the planners behind the event decided to hold 
a second one.
Kyndal Reimer, a senior in public relations, has been a part of 
planning both shows this year. She is interning with the Ames 
Main Street Cultural District.
Reimer said this event will feel different than the regular 
one held in mid-summer, because the tailgating aspect will be 
a major theme of the night.
“It’s different than the normal Firefly, because it’s the Main 
Street Tailgate, so we are emphasizing the Iowa and Iowa State 
game,” Reimer said. “I think that’s a fun new way to do the 
second one this year.”
Bill Malone is the organizer and promoter for Firefly Coun-
try Nights, and he said Smith fit the bill perfectly for what they 
were looking for in an artist.
“We needed someone September 8, so that limited who we 
could get,” Malone said. “But Canaan Smith is a ton of fun. 
This event is gonna be high energy and I’m really excited.”
Malone has been helping with Firefly since its beginning 
four years ago. It is now put on by London Underground and 
Cafe Diem while acting as a fundraiser for the Ames Main 
Street Cultural District.
Since the event’s creation, downtown Ames has welcomed 
country artists like Frankie Ballard, Gloriana and The Brothers 
Osborne.
As for this year, Reimer said that she felt the Jana Kramer 
show was one of their most successful. She said the event 
went very smoothly, from creating it, all the way to execution. 
Planners working on the current Firefly Night hope to carry 
that momentum into this Friday.
“I think Jana was a good example of what we should continue 
to do,” Reimer said.
Reimer expects that this event will bring between 500 to 
1200 people down to Main St. and Douglas Ave. on Friday.  
Most of all, she hopes that it will show off all of what downtown 
Ames has to offer. Especially with students, as she feels many 
on campus do not always make it down there to explore.
“It kind of puts a highlight on the old historical part of Ames, 
and kind of brings it to life and makes it a modern place to be, 
and not just a cool historic spot,” Reimer said.
Because of all the planning and work that goes into making 
sure each show goes off without a hitch, Reimer has gained a 
lot from this internship. She said that seeing an event come 
together that she helped plan has been rewarding. Watching 
others be happy and have a good time makes herself, and all of 
the others on the Firefly Country Nights team happy as well.
“I think it is really fun working with an event,” Reimer said. 
“You have a million things to do to make it happen.”  “Then you 
you see it happen, and are like; ‘Wow, all those little running 
around things were worth it.’”
Casey Muessigmann, a Spencer, Iowa native, previously seen 
on season three of NBC’s “The Voice,” will open the show.
The concert will be held at Main Street and Douglas. Doors 
open at 5 p.m. and music begins at 5:30 p.m. Tickets are 
available for $15 on Midwestix. Plus, there are party pit tickets 
available for those over 21 for $40.
To find out more about the Main Street Tailgate, visit the 
Firefly Country Nights Facebook page.
Firefly Country Nights
Courtesy of Firefly Country Nights
Jana Kramer performed at the Firefly Country Nights in Downtown Ames in July 2017.
BY JACOB.BEALS
@iowastatedaily.com
ENTERTAINMENT
TOP 5 CANAAN SMITH SONGS:
1. “Love You Like That”
2. “Like You That Way”
3. “Hole In A Bottle”
4. “Two Lane Road”
5. “Mad Love”
Main Street and Douglas 
5 p.m. Friday
Tickets $15
Party Pit Tickets $40 for those over 21
Canaan Smith to perform Friday
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•VIP and Stage Dances 
•Full Bar 
•1/2 price drinks 5-6  
•Nightly Specials 6-8
•Free Pool
•No Cover EVER
111 5th St. Downtown Ames
Open Monday-Saturday 5pm-2am
Facebook.com/dangerouscurvesames
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WHAT HAPPENED?
Celebrities honor Beyonce on her birthday.
She is the queen, always. Beyonce Knowles turned 36 on 
Monday, and in honor of Queen Bey’s day of birth, a whole 
host of celebrities from all corners of the pop-culture world paid 
tribute by appearing in a gallery of images dressed similarly to 
how Beyonce appeared in her video for “Formation.”  ose 
who paid tribute included Serena Williams, Kelly Rowland 
and Michelle Obama. Also, apparently her birthday cake cost 
over $3,500, but you do you, ‘Yonce.
WHAT’S NEW?
Albums
“Life Changes” -  omas Rhett (pop-country)
Nashville’s rising pop-country star  omas Rhett continues 
his push toward pop-country dominance with his third LP, out 
today. “Life Changes” doesn’t stray much from Rhett’s country 
background, but it does push farther into his pop in uences. 
Hear the jangly guitars accompanying the title track and/or the 
processed beats behind “Sixteen,” and you’ll hear how Rhett’s 
latest outing is looking to please audiences of all genres.
“All the Light Above It Too” - Jack Johnson (acoustic-pop)
Johnson has always been known for his mellow, playful tunes 
and the acoustic singer-songwriter’s seventh LP draws in uence 
from all of his previous releases. “You Can’t Control It” channels 
the more electric vibes from his  fth LP, “To the Sea,” and the 
stripped-down nature of “Sunsets For Somebody Else” re ects 
the organic qualities from “In Between Dreams.” Make sure to 
spin this one while you can still sit outside without a sweatshirt. 
“Play Dead” - Mutemath (synth-pop/rock)
New Orleans-based Mutemath loves to shake up their 
sound. Whether it be major shifts, like from the bluesy-rock 
in uence of “Odd Soul” to the heavily pop and synth focused 
“Vitals,” they never like to stand still musically. When looking 
at the group’s  fth LP “Play Dead,” many of the changes come 
in subtle places. Moving away from intimate, disco-infused 
in uence from their last LP, “Play Dead” seems to push the 
ceiling of sound, always going larger in scope. Perhaps this was 
in uenced by the time they spent with Twenty One Pilots on 
the road, it’s up to the listener to decide.
Singles
“You’re the Best  ing About Me” - U2
 e Irish rock legends returned this week announcing the 
release date for their upcoming 14th LP, “Songs of Experience” 
(Dec. 1), and dropped another track from the record. “You’re 
the Best  ing...” features a fairly traditional approach from 
the group, opting to stick with a familiar color pallet and 
structure that fans of the group should  nd instantly familiar. 
In case you missed it...
Foo Fighters and Weezer are touring together(!!)
...in Australia. Two of alt-rocks’ biggest names announced 
this week that they would be hitting the road together for a 
string of shows down-under in January. A pairing of groups this 
big only comes around when you have a signi cance remotely 
similar to Dave Grohl’s post-Nirvana group. While this is 
certainly epic, it doesn’t quite top the billing of Foo Fighters 
and Red Hot Chili Peppers together back in 1999.
BY PARKER.REED
@iowastatedaily.com
This 
Week In 
Music: 
New albums, di erent 
genres, what more 
could you want?
COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
Weezer has a new tour coming up. Unexpected twist one: It’s with the Foo Fighters. Unexpect-
ed twist two: It’s in Australia. 
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and not being able to see women in 
those fields,” Crow said. “It’s helpful 
for girls to have someone who really 
encourages them and says ‘I think 
you could do a good job at this.’”
In addition to the Taking the Road 
Less Traveled conference, WiSE has 
a Student Role Model outreach pro-
gram, where undergraduate women 
go to schools and facilitate activities 
for female eighth through tenth 
grade students, and SWE University 
partners with the College of Engi-
neering, allowing female students to 
stay on campus for a week and work 
on STEM-related programs with 
undergraduate mentors.
Outreach programs like the Taking 
the Road Less Travelled conference 
are continuing to bridge the gap, 
welcome young women into STEM 
careers and show them that they are 
welcome in those fields.
“The numbers of students retained, 
especially in engineering are pretty 
good, once they come to Iowa State, 
but there aren’t enough girls choosing 
engineering when they’re applying, “ 
said Allie Parrott, WiSE’s Assistant 
Director for Undergraduate Pro-
grams. “It’s difficult to fight societal 
messages that are projected at young 
girls and at our undergraduate stu-
dents every day.”
Since her campaign’s launch party 
in January, Behnken has, in her words, 
“made about 3,000 new friends.”
She chose to engage in events that 
allow her to have true dialogue with 
the community and focused on meet-
ing new people, since if elected she 
wants to champion diverse perspec-
tives since she describes herself as 
someone who’s had a lot of lives.
Behnken hopes to fix a gap she 
sees between the school board and 
the community it serves. She said the 
community is frustrated because it 
feels unheard.
If elected to the school board, 
Behnken will be balancing this new 
position on top of her position at 
ISU. The school board is completely 
volunteer based and unpaid.
“As a woman who is engaged in 
society, as someone who works full 
time,” Behnken said. “I’ve always been 
someone who juggles many obliga-
tions, as many working parents do, 
and I have been able to attend school 
board meetings and school board 
functions and handle the myriad of 
responsibilities I have because that’s 
what most people in today’s society 
are required to do.”
Early voting already has begun, and 
the official election is Tuesday. Behnk-
en, a member of the Presidential 
Search Committee, will be spending 
election night helping choose the 
semi-finalists for Iowa State’s next 
president.
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wears the number five for the Cyclones.
There have been eight Cy-Hawk games with the 
name Lazard tied to it, and on Saturday, during the 
65th meeting of the in-state rivals, it will be the 
ninth (not including redshirt years) and final time 
the Lazard family name takes the field for this game.
And quite frankly, this could be the biggest impact 
a Lazard family member has had on the series, which 
Iowa leads 42-22.
Welcome to Cy-Hawk, Lazard
Coming out of high school, Lazard was ranked 
No. 47 in the class of 2014, according to ESPN, and 
all eyes were on the kid that was literally born into 
a Cyclone family.
“My dad just being the character he is; you know 
he’s just hyped up about any game and especially this 
one,” Lazard said. “He’s very passionate about Iowa 
State and obviously myself as well. He always brings 
juice, sends me a few extra texts this week and stuff 
just making sure I’m locked in and ready to perform.”
Prior to the game against Iowa, the highly touted 
freshman accumulated only four receptions in his 
first two games. Something had to change for Paul 
Rhoads’ prized recruit heading into the rivalry game, 
and it did.
The youngest Lazard was finally able to showcase 
his talent to Iowa State fans and exploded for five re-
ceptions totaling 53 yards, a team high for that game. 
Funny enough, that game was Lazard’s fewest 
reception yards against Iowa, yet Iowa State’s only 
win against them in his career, thus far.
Lazard’s First Loss to Iowa
Lazard was 1-0 against the team out east. He 
started the final 11 games of his freshman campaign. 
And he got to take on Iowa at Jack Trice Stadium, 
his home.
The second half for an Iowa State team that would 
end up going 3-9 that season capsulated what a 
disappointment that season was. 
They held a 17-10 lead at halftime over a team 
that would end up in the Rose Bowl.
To no avail, Iowa State was able to blow that lead 
en route to a 31-17 loss. However, there was one 
bright spot for the Cyclones.
Allen Lazard.
He was able to increase his production in that 
year’s game by 18 reception yards, yet still no touch-
downs. Two games and zero touchdowns. Maybe the 
third time could be the charm.
“Just maturity, growing and understanding the 
game,” Lazard said. “Nothing too big, just honestly 
the progress that I’ve made throughout college.”
Big Game by Lazard, Bigger Game by Iowa
Maybe Lazard’s third game would be the one. He 
was back where a late field goal beat the Hawkeyes 
his freshman year and Iowa State had Matt Camp-
bell, a fresh face for a program that had been 
struggling.
“I love the rivalry piece of college football and I 
think that’s what makes our sport really unique and 
really special,” Campbell said. “We’ve put priority 
on this game just because of the fact of the matter 
is two great football traditions and the tradition of 
what’s happened here in the past is certainly been 
really unique to watch.”
Again, Lazard’s third attempt at a touchdown 
came up short, as Iowa steam-rolled the Cyclones 
42-3. However, Lazard went for 111 yards on a 
talented Iowa defense.
Even offensive coordinator Tom Manning 
couldn’t help but praise the defense that has pro-
duced some of college football’s best players in 
recent years.
“I think it’s the players. I think it’s their com-
mitment to discipline and detail on what they do 
and I think it’s phenomenal coaching on that side,” 
Manning said. “The players know exactly where 
they’re supposed to be, when they’re supposed to 
be there, why they’re supposed to be there and they 
know where their help is at all times.”
The Final Cy-Hawk Battle for Lazard
As Lazard takes the field Saturday, so does an 
Iowa State offense with a new look. 
They have a defined quarterback with an expe-
rienced offensive line, two running backs that can 
explode at any point and a wide receiver core deeper 
than ever.
That sets up perfectly for Lazard, who will be 
seeking that first touchdown against the team out 
east, but also a win for a program that has a chance 
to start the season 2-0 for the first time since 2012.
“Any touchdown’s great,” Lazard said. “Obviously 
I want to win more than anything, but to get that 
touchdown verse them would be kind of a little extra 
special because it’s obviously Iowa.
“Every game I’m [going to] go out there and give 
it my all and my best. I want to go out there and 
leave a great name for my family, but also Iowa State 
as well. And obviously leave the field with a win.”
Just maybe, that extra text from his father ‘juicing 
the game up’ will finally land all the pieces together 
for Lazard to ride out of Jack Trice Stadium with 
that touchdown, and a win.
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